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We have written you because you are on the Coeus Contact List of six hundred users.

We are planning Summer/Fall Coeus Training Classes and would like to know if any of you use the Detailed Budget method when the proposal is not being submitted system-to-system.

Recall that the Detailed Budget method entails completing the budget period by period using line item cost elements, while the Summary Budget method involves merely completing the Direct and Indirect Costs on the Summary Tab.

So,

➢ Ignore this email if you have not prepared a detailed budget in Coeus during the last twelve months.
➢ Ignore this email if you have prepared a detailed budget, but it was for submission of a proposal using the system-to-system, S2S, method.
➢ Reply to this email, please, if you have prepared a detailed budget in a Coeus proposal that was not submitted S2S. Reply by:
   o Changing the Subject Line to simply read “Yes” (*).
   o Enter no text in the email. Comments, while welcomed, are not necessary.
   o Select Reply All.

(*) By changing the Subject Line, the Coeus-Help Desk can easily discern urgent Help Desk inquiries from responses to this email.

Thank you,

ORIS Team
Always select Reply All
ORIS works collaboratively on all help-desk activity.
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